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The viscous quantum hydrodynamic model derived for semiconductor simulation is studied in this paper. The principal 
part of the vQHD system constitutes a parameter-elliptic operator provided that boundary conditions satisfying the 
Shapiro-Lopatinskii criterion are specified. We classify admissible boundary conditions and show that this principal 
part generates an analytic semigroup, from which we then obtain the local in time well-posedness. Furthermore, the 
exponential stability of zero current and large current steady states is proved, without any kind of subsonic condition. 
The decay rate is given explicitly. Copyright © 2010 John WHey & Sons, Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 

The fast developments of computer sciences and telecommunications require the size of semiconductor devices to reach the 
nanometer dimension. Then the quantum mechanical effects can no longer be neglected in designing mathematical models. 
In quantum physics, the motion of an electron ensemble is described by a many-body Schrodinger system, which is hard to 
investigate both analytically and numerically as the number of particles goes to infinity. One reasonable attempt to deal with 
this problem is to find macroscopic fluid dynamic models for the motion of the electrons. By using the density matrix for 
rewriting the Schrodinger system into the Heisenberg equation and applying the Wigner transform, a so-called quantum Boltz
mann equation can be formally derived. Then by further introducing various collision operators, several macroscopic models 
can be obtained, such as the quantum drift-diffusion model by the entropy minimizing method or the quantum hydrodynamic 
model by the momentum method. For a thorough presentation of derivations of semiconductor models, we refer the reader to 
[1,2]. In this paper, we will study a so-called viscous quantum hydrodynamic model derived from the quantum Boltzmann equa
tion with a Fokker-Planck collision operator describing the interaction of the electrons with crystal phonons. More precisely, the 
system is 

(1) 

for (t,x) E (0, To) x n, where the spatial domain n is an open subset of IRd, d = 1,2,3, with smooth boundary. We prescribe initial 
values 

n(O,x) = no (x), J(O,x)=Jo(x), XEn, (2) 

and certain boundary conditions on the unknown functions (n,J, V). One of the key results of this paper will be a list of admissible 
boundary conditions that lead to a well-posed initial-boundary value problem. Two other key results will be the analyticity of the 
semigroup and the exponential stability of a steady state with explicit description of the decay rate. 
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The unknown functions are the electron density n = n(t,x): [0, To) x Q ->- IR+, the density of electrical currents J=J(t,x): [0, To) x Q->

IRd, and the electric potential V=V(t,x):[O,To)xQ->-1R. The smooth function p=p(n) denotes the pressure; typical examples are 
p(n) = Tn" with y)l. The scaled physical constants are the electron temperature T (in case y=l), the Planck constant e, the Debye 
length I'D, and constants Vl, V2, r describing the interaction of the electrons with crystal phonons. The parameter r is also called 
momentum relaxation time. The known function (= ((x) is the so-called doping profile that describes the density of positively 
charged background ions. 

The macroscopic quantum models have been derived only recently, and only a small number of analytical results are to be found 
in the literature. Among them, the quantum drift diffusion model, which is basically a nonlinear fourth-order parabolic equation, 
was studied extensively by a series of works in one-space dimension, on existence of weak solution, long time behavior and 
semiclassicallimits; we only list here [3-7]. The quantum drift diffusion model only contains the conservation of particle density, 
whereas the quantum hydrodynamic model could provide more information for the particles in the semiconductor simulation, 
having one more equation for the current density. Concerning the quantum hydrodynamic model without viscous terms, the 
existence of smooth solutions and their long-time asymptotic behavior for small initial data were investigated in [8,9]. The viscous 
quantum hydrodynamic model has been used for numerical simulation on typical quantum semiconductor devices, the resonant 
tunnel diode (RTD), see [10,11]. From the numerical point of view, this model seems to be relatively easier to handle than the 
inviscid model. The viscous model in the higher-dimensional case for the first time was studied by the authors in [1 2, 13], and 
results on the time evolution with the Cauchy data or insulating boundary conditions, on the local existence of smooth solutions 
and exponential decay to the thermal equilibrium state by the entropy dissipation method, and on the inviscid limit have been 
obtained. We also mention [14], where the exponential decay toward a constant steady state in a one-dimensional setting with 
a certain boundary condition was proved, and [15,16] for the global existence of weak solutions to variants of the viscous 
model. 

One of the main obstacles for an analytic study of the quantum hydrodynamic models is the Bohm potential term 

B(n) = b,./ii, 
./ii 

which introduces a third-order perturbation to the Euler Poisson system, making maximum principles and related tools inaccessible. 
In this paper, we will show how to treat this term as a part of a mixed-order elliptic system in the sense of Douglis and coworkers 
[17,18] in a natural way. For greater flexibility in the mathematical analysis, we allow for two different viscosity constants in the 
differential equations for nand J, and we point out that most of our results will remain valid for Vl =0, which is a case that seems 
physically quite intuitive. 

The principal part of the (1 +d) x (1 +d) matrix differential operator from (1) is 

( 

Vl b, 

A (x, Ox) = £2 
--\lb, 

4 

(3) 

where the viscosity entries lie on the diagonal. Under certain generic conditions on the parameters, this principal part will turn out 
to be parameter-elliptic of mixed order. Then a discussion on the Shapiro-Lopatinskii condition will give the possible candidates 
for the boundary conditions of the whole system. We will pursue this matter in Section 3, where the theory of parameter-elliptic 
mixed-order matrix operators and their associated a priori estimates will be first recalled. 

In Section 4 we then show that this principal part even generates an analytic semigroup, from which we then directly obtain the 
local in time well-posedness of (1). 

In the last part, Section 5, we will give two stability results in one-space dimension. The first one is on the stability 
of the zero current steady state with suitable boundary conditions, and we will prove that the solution of the linearized 
system decays exponentially fast. The second result is on the exponential stability of a large current steady state, where 
we do not need any subsonic condition. The decay rate turns out to be directly related to the momentum relaxation 
time. 

2. Main results 

The linear principal part of the steady-state problem of quantum hydrodynamics is 

A (n(x») = (fO(X») , x E Q, 

J(x) f'(x) 

where A is given in (3). We assume that the parameters satisfy 

{

Vl,V2 )0, 

Vl)O, 

Vl +v2>0, :d=l, 

V2>0, :d)2. 
(4) 



Theorem 2.1 
Suppose (4) and £#0. Then for d~ 1, each of the following boundary conditions on nand J satisfies the Shapiro-Lopatinskii criterion: 

nlan = nr, (J1I)lan =J",r, (8vJ1-) Ion =J1-,r (Vl >0), 

where J" and J 1- are the components of J tangential and perpendicular to aQ. 
Additionally, for d= 1, the following collection of boundary conditions is admissible: 

(n,nx)lan = (nr,o,nr, 1)· 

There is a sector LlI with 

Lv = {z E C \ to}: I argzl <'a}, 
n 
2" <'a<n, (5) 

and for each PE (1, (0) there is a positive j,o(P) such that: for zero boundary values and ).E L,j with IAI~AO(P), the solution (n,J) to 
the problem 

with the above homogeneous boundary conditions, exists in WJ(Q) x (Wi(Q))d and fulfills the a priori estimate 

IInllwt{n) + P.1 3/2 I1 n IlLP{n) + IIJllwJ{n) + IAIIIJIILP{n)~c(lIfollwd{!l) + P.1 1I2 IIfo 11 LP (!l) + 11 f'11 LP (!l)). 

The proof is given in Section 3. 

Remark 2.1 

(6) 

We note that in the one-dimensional case with )/1 >0, boundary conditions on the values (n,JX)lan give us boundary values of nxx, 
by the equation for n. This observation seems helpful for difference methods in numerical simulations, since then an additional 
boundary condition becomes available. Note that taking traces of time derivatives at the boundary is possible in case of analytic 
semigroups. 

This a priori estimate then will enable us to verify the operator A as the generator of a semigroup. Our approach is as follows: 
Let Bn and B) be boundary condition operators, with either Bn = 1 or Bn = av, and either B) = Id, B) =Idaw or B) = (P", avp 1-), with 

P" and P 1- being the projectors onto the tangential and normal parts of a vector field. 
For 1 <p<oo, we consider the operator A from (3) with domain 

D(A) = {(n,J) E wJ(Q) x (wg(Q))d: (Bnn)18n=0, (B)J)lan=O). 

Theorem 2.2 
Assume (4) and £#0. Then the operator A generates an analytic semigroup on the space 

X = {(foJ') E wJ (Q) x (£P(Q))d: (Bnfo)lcJn =O). 

This brings us in a position to study local well-posedness of the system (1) with initial conditions (2) and boundary conditions 

I 
(Bnn)(t,x) = nr(x), 

(B)J)(t,x) = Jr(x) 

V(t,x) = Vr(x), 

where Bn and B) are the above-mentioned boundary operators. 

Theorem 2.3 

(t,x) E (0, To) x aQ, (7) 

We suppose that the initial data possess the regularity no E WJ(Q), Jo E Wi(Q); and for the boundary data we assume nr E 

wg-ordBn-lIP{CQ), Jr E wg-ordBr lip (CQ) as well as Vr E wg- lIP(aQ), where p>d. The doping profile C is assumed to be an £P(Q) 

function. Moreover, suppose 

and the compatibility conditions 

inf no(x»O 
XEn 



Then the problem (1), (2), (7) has a unique time-local classical solution (n,J, V) with 

nE C([O, Tol, WJ(Q)), Otn E C([O, Tol, W~ (Q)), 

JEC([O, To], WJ(Q)), OtJEC([O, ToUP(Q)), 

V E C([O, Tol, wJ(Q)), at V E C([O, Tol, wt (Q)), 

for some positive To. 

Remark 2.2 
Of course, the existence of solutions to (at least a linearized version of the) system (1) could also be shown by traditional methods 
like a Galerkin scheme. However, in this way one only obtains a priori estimates of the solution in L2-based Sobolev spaces, and 
handling the nonlinearities then still requires a big effort, in particular in the higher-dimensional case. The key advantage of the 
semigroup approach is, of course, that these difficulties disappear after choosing a large p. 

Our final two main results are about exponential stability. 
First, we consider the viscous model in the interval Q = (0, L), 

OtJ = - ~ nxxx+voJxx+ (~ (J2+~n~)) x + TncnVc ~J, 
;,bVxx = n-Co, 

together with insulating boundary conditions 

I
nx(t,x) = 0, 

J(t,x) = ° 
Vx(t,x) = 0, 

(t,X) E IR+ x aQ 

and the initial data (no,Jo) EH3 (Q) x H2(Q). The doping profile Co is a positive constant, and we suppose 

inf no(x»O, r (no(x)-Co) dx=O. 
XEn In 

To linearize around the steady state (n,J, V) = (Co,O,O), we set n(t,x)=Co+m(t,x) and obtain the linearized version 

I 
atm = vomxx+Jx, 

OtJ = - £2 mxxx + voJxx + Tmx-CoVx - ~J, 
4 , 

;(bVxx = m. 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

We put u = ("J) and write this system as atu=Au. By decomposing into eigenfunctions of the Dirichlet-Laplacian and the Neumann
Laplacian, we observe that A generates a Co semigroup (even an analytic one) on the space 

X={(m,J) Ef./l (Q) xe(Q)), f./l (Q):= {WEHl (Q):fn WdX=O}. 

The domain of A is 

Theorem 2.4 
Suppose Uo = ("Joo ) E D(A2), £>0, vo>O and 

Co 1 
--->0. 
;2 4,2 
'D 

Then the solution (m,J) to (10) decays exponentially to the zero state, 

and the steady state of the non linear problem (8) is asymptotically stable. 

(11 ) 

(12) 



Remark 2.3 
We note that the condition (11) seems reasonable in practical applications: if we follow the scaling of [10], we get Co = 1, ,,,,, 1 and 
1.6"" 10-4, and (11) is satisfied with a wide margin. 

The next result is about linearized exponential stability in the case of arbitrarily large currents in the bulk material. The system 
under consideration is again (8), but now for (t,x) E IR+ x IR, with standard initial data (no,Jo) for t= 0. 

Since only derivatives of the electric potential V appear, but not V itself, we introduce the electric field E(t,x) = Vx(t,x) and consider 
(n,J,E) as our new set of unknown functions. Then a constant stationary state is given by 

(n,J, E) = (Co,Jo, Eo), 

provided that Co>O is constant and that Ohm's law is satisfied: 

1 
CoEo+-Jo=O. , 

To linearize around the steady state, we put 

Then the linearized version of (8) reads 

Theorem 2.5 

n(t,x) = Co+m(t,x), 

J(t,x) = Jo+K(t,x), 

E(t,x) = Eo + D(t, x). 

Suppose £;"0, vo;"O, (11) and (13). Let (m,K,D) be a solution to (14), with the regularity 

mE LToe(IR+, H4(1R)), mt E LToe (IR+, H3 (IR)), 

K E LToe (IR+, H3 (IR)), Kt E LToc(IR+, H2(1R)). 

Then the following decay estimate holds in the case when £>0: 

IIm(t")IIH2(~)+ IlKx(t, ')IIL2(~)::;;Cexp ( - ;r) (IIm(O, ')IIH2(~) +IIKx(0")IIL2(~))' 
and in the case when £=0, we have 

IIm(t, ')IIH1(~) +llKx(t, ')IIL2(~)::;;Cexp ( - ;,) (IIm(O, ')IIH1(~) + IlKx(O, ·lIIL2(~)). 
Moreover, the stationary state (Co,Jo,Eo) to the nonlinear problem (8) is asymptotically stable. 

(13) 

(14) 

We emphasize that we do not need any kind of subsonic condition: the current density Jo can be arbitrarily large. The reason of 
this phenomenon will become clear during the proof, see Remark 5.1. 

3. Parameter-elliptic mixed-order systems 

We consider an N x N matrix differential operator A(x,Dx) consisting of entries ajk(x,Dx). Here we have put DXj = -io/ OXj and Dx = 
-i'\7x. We suppose that there are integers 51, .. . ,5N and ml, ... ,mN such that sj+mj =:m E 1\1+ is independent of j, with the property 
that the order of ajk is no more than Sj+mk for all j,k= 1, .. . ,N. We do not lose generality if we suppose that m1 ;"m2;"'" ;"mN =0. 
Additionally, we assume that ajF=O in case of Sj+mk<O. 

We wish to solve the system of partial differential equations 

(15) 

for all i. in a certain sector £' of the complex plane. This interior problem is complemented with boundary conditions 

(16) 

where Bj is a 1 xN matrix differential operator with entries bjk' k=l, ... ,N, whose order does not exceed rj+mk. Here we assume 
that such numbers rl, ... ,rmNI2 Eff'. exist with rj<m and that bjF=O in case of rj+mk<O. 



Through this section, we assume that the coefficients of A and Bj belong to Coo(Q) and 

Oc [Rn, aOECmaxmj+m-1,1. 

Definition 3. 1 
Let!E be a closed sector in the complex plane with vertex at the origin. Write afr(x, Dx), bfr(x,Dx) for the principal parts of ajk and 

bjk' with ordafr =Sj+mk and ordbfr =rj+mk. Let AO and B7 be the N x Nand 1 x N matrices with entries afr and bfr' 

The boundary value problem (15), (16) is called elliptic with parameter in the sector !E if the following conditions hold: 

Interior ellipticity condition: det(Ao(x, ~) - AIN) "" ° for all (x,~, ;,) E Q x [Rn x!E with I~I + IAI >0. 

Shapiro-Lopatinskii condition: Let xO E 00 and system (15), (16) be rewritten in local coordinates near xO (using a translation and 
a rotation), in such a way that the boundary at xO corresponds to Xn = 0, and the interior normal vector corresponds to the half-axis 
with xn>O. Then the boundary value problem on the half-line 

I
AO(O'~"Dxn)V(t)-i'V(t) = 0, O<t=xn<oo, 

B7(0, c;',Dxn)v(t) = 0, t=O, j= 1, .. . ,mN/2, 

lim v(t) = ° 
t--> +00 

has only the trivial solution v=O, for all (xo, t,A) E 00 X [Rn-1 x!E with It I + li.I>O. 

In (19), it has been shown that the interior ellipticity condition implies mN E 2N. 

(17) 

For a vector-valued function u on 0 of regularity WJ(O), where 1 <p<oo and SE No, we define a parameter-dependent norm, 

IIulls,p,Q,A = IIullwJ(Q) + IAI
s1m 

IIullLP(Q), i, E IC\ {O}. 

Similarly, for a function v living on the boundary 00 with regularity W~-lIP(OO), where 1 <p<oo and SE {l,2, .. . ,m}, we define a 
norm 

IIvlls-lIp,p"l!),i = 11 vII W;-lIP(cQ) + IAls-1IPlmllvllLP(u!))' AE IC\ {O}. 

We quote a well-posedness result from [20), see also [21, Theorem 6.4.1). 

Theorem 3.1 
Suppose that the boundary value problem (15), (16) is elliptic with parameter in the sector !E. Then there exists a }'o = ;,o(P) such 

that for }. E!E with I;.I)AQ, the boundary value problem has a unique solution (U1," .,uN) E nf=,l wpmj+m (0) for any right-hand side 

f (f C) nN w.m}() d II b nmN/2 .. .m-rr llP. d h ... = 1,···,IN E j=l P 0 an a oundary values g=(gl, ... ,gmN/2)E j=l wp (00), an tea pnon estimate 

.f, 11 UjIImj+m,p,!),,( :;:;;C f.f, IIlJllmj,p,{v + mr,2 IIgjllm-rj-lIP,p,oo,J.) 
j=l V=l j=l 

holds, where the constant C does not depend upon (,g and A. 

The stationary vQHD system can be written as 

V1 L'.n+divJ = 0, 

<;2 J®J+ -(V'n)®(V'n) 1 
- - V' L'.n+v2 L'.J = -div 4 - V'p(n)+ nV'V + -J, 

( 

e2 ) 

4 n r 

1 
L'.V= 2(n-C). 

AD 

We put u= C) and define a (1 +d) x (1 +d) matrix differential operator A as in (3) with pseudodifferential symbol 

-v11~12 ic;l ic;2 i~d 

A(x,c;)= 

2 
. e y 1):1 2 
14sd<" 

Now we are in a position to prove Theorem 2.1. 

° 

° ° 

(18) 



Proof 
The operator A has families of orders (Sl,S2, ... ,Sd+1)=(1,2, ... ,2) and (m1,m2, ... ,md+1)=(1,0, ... ,0), and we have N=d+1, m=2 

as well as A=Ao. Then the eigenvalues of AO are the solutions i, to 

hence 

i'd,d+1 = -~(V1 +1'2)1~12±~J(V1-V2)2-€21~12. 
Recalling that the parameters satisfy (4), we then can find an angle () (even if V1 =0) with TC/2<{)<TC in such a way that the closure 
of the sector L,9 as in (5) contains none of the values A1, ... , Ad+1' provided that I~I>O. This will be a first condition on the choice 
of the sector 2 as in Definition 3.1. 

In order to discuss the Shapiro-Lopatinskii condition, we pick a point xO E an, and then we rotate and shift the coordinates in 
such a way that the interior normal direction at xO is given by (0, ... ,0,1) E ~d. We consider the boundary value problem on the 
half-line 

j
(AO((',DXd)_Nd+1)V(Xd) = 0, ° <xd < 00, 

Efj(("DXd)v(Xd) = 0, xd=O, j=1, ... ,d+1, 

lim v(xd) = 0, 
xd->+oo 

where (' E ~d-1 and AO =AO(~', DXd ) is given as follows: 

-V1 (I~'12 +D;) 

2 
i~c (I('12+D2 ) 4 _1 Xd ° 

° 

(19) 

Our intention is to show that the choice of boundary condition operators B7(~I, DXd ) listed in Theorem 2.1 implies v(xd) = ° for all 

~/=(~1'''''~d-1) and all AE2, but I~/I+IAI>O. 
The first line of (19) is a system of ODEs with constant coefficients and of mixed order, and it is clear that any decaying solution 

V= V(Xd) of this system must decay exponentially for xd -+ 00, as well as all derivatives of v. A thorough description of the structure 
of the solutions to mixed-order ODE systems can be found in [18J. We have 

-1'1 (I('12+D;d)n+i~lh + .. ·+i~d-1)d-1 +iDxdJd = ),n, 

2 
i~~k(l~112 +D;d)n- V2(1~112 +D;d)Jk = iJk, k~d-1, 

2 

i~Dxd("'12+D;d)n-v2(1~/12+D;)Jd = }Jd' 

Write (.,.) for the scalar product on L2(~+;C): (u, v):= Jooo UVdXd and lIuIl 2 := (u,u). We take this scalar product of the equations for 
Jk with Jk and perform appropriate integrations by parts (which produce no boundary terms due to the choice of Bn and BJ): 

2 

-: ((I('12+D;)n,i~kJk)-V21('12I1JkIl2_v2I1DxdJkIl2 = },IIJkIl2, 

152 

-4" ((1('12 
+D;d)n, iDxdJd) -v21(12I1JdIl2 - v211DxdJdll2 = ).liJdIl2. 

Summing up and plugging in the equation for n then give 

,,2 d d ,,2 
-4"v1I1(1t!2+D;d)nIl2-V2 I: (1('12 liJkll2 +11 DXd)k 112) =). I: IIJkIl2+'X4"(I~112I1nIl2+IIDxdnI12). 

k=l k=l 

The left-hand side is a non-positive real number, which enforces n=O and )=0 in the case when \HA;:,O. There is even a closed 
sector 2, strictly larger than the right complex half-plane, such that ;.E2 implies n=O and J=O. This can be seen as follows. By 



scaling arguments, we can assume 1~'I=l, or ~'=O and 1),1=1. Keep~' fixed. The Shapiro-Lopatinskii criterion is violated exactly 
for those I"~ for which the Lopatinskii determinant vanishes. These values of ), form a discrete set in C, which continuously depends 
on ~' E Sd-l , the unit sphere. But Sd-' is compact, which ensures the existence of a sector !l:' with the desired properties. 

This completes the proof of Theorem 2.1. 0 

4. Semigroup properties 

The purpose of this section is to prove Theorems 2.2 and 2.3. 

Proof 
First we derive a resolvent estimate for A, improving the a priori estimates of (6). Let ),E:E,i with IAI~AO(P) as in Theorem 2.1, and 
consider the problem 

(20) 

We define an operator P=6 with domain D(P)={VEwJ(Q):(Bnv)IDn=O}' and set n*=(p-},)-lfo. For this function we have, by 
classical results, 

IAllln*IILP(n}+ IIn*IIwt(n) (CllfoIlLP(Q), fOE!?(Q), 

IAllln*lIwt(Q)+IIn*lIw:(n) (CllfoIlD(p), fOED(P). 

Interpolating between these estimates, we then find 

JI.llln* IIwJ(Q) + 1;,I'12 l1n* II wt(n} + IIn* 11 wi(n) (CllfollwJ (Q)' fo E D(P). 

By density, this estimate holds for all fo E W~ (Q) with (Bnfo)I,)!} =0. 
Now we put n=n*+m and apply the inequality (6) to the problem 

(

m) _ • (m) _ (fO - v, 6n* + ),n*) 
A /, - 82 , 

J J f'+-'V6n* 
4 

and deduce that 

IIm11 Wi(Q) + IAI312IImllLP(n} + IIJllwt(n} + IAIIIJIILP(n) ( C(1I6n* 11 wJ (Q) + IA11/2116n* IILP(n} + II f 'IILP(n) + IIn*lIwi(Q)) 

( C(lI foll wJ(n}+lI f 'IILP(Q))' 

Summing up and using J),I IIm 11 wJ (n) (C(lImll Wi(Q) +IXI312l1mIlLP(Q)), we then find 

IIn11 Wi(n} + 1),llInllwJ(n) + IIJll wt(o) + J),IIIJIILP(o)(C(JIfo IIwJ (0) + IIf'IILP(Q)), 

which can be expressed, for I},I~ max(1, Xo(P)), as 

Put }., =1.o(p)+1. Then we have 

sup IIX(A-(},+},,)id+l)-'IL2'(X,x)<oo. 
i.EL" 

(21) 

Since D(A) is dense in X, the operator A - A,id+' then is a sectorial operator with spectral angle greater than n12. Consequently, 
the operator A - ).,id+ 1 (and then also A) generates an analytic semigroup on X. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.2. 0 

Remark 4.1 
It is clear that this technique allows to prove semigroup properties also for a certain subclass of all parameter-elliptic boundary 
value problems. 

Now we demonstrate Theorem 2.3. 



Proof 
We write the system as i!tu=Au+F(u), u(o)=uo with u= G), uo= O~), A as in (3) and 

With u=u*+uo, we then wish to solve 

by means of the iteration scheme 

u*(t)= 1:0 exp(A(t-s))(Auo+F(uo+u*)(s))ds, 

u(;(t) = 0, 

uk+ 1 (t) = t exp(A(t - s))(Auo + F(uo + uk)(s)) ds. 
}s=o 

The analytic semigroup (exp(At)!t:;:o on the space X enjoys the estimate 

C(To) 
lIexp(At)vIlO(A)(--lIvllx, O<t(To, 

t 

for all VEX. Define by complex interpolation 

Y=[D(A),X]1I2 = ((n,J) E wJ(n) x (WJ (n))d: (Bnn)lon=(BjJ)lan=O). 

Then the representation formula of uk+ 1 gives us, since wJ (n) c LOO(n) because of p>d, 

lIuk+l (t)lIy(Ct1l2 sup IIAuo +F(uo + uk)(s) IIx (Ct l12 (1 +sup IIUk(S)II~)' 
[O,tj [O,tj 

(22) 

(23) 

and the convergence uk+1 -'> u* in the space C([O, To], Y) can be shown by the contraction mapping principle for small To. This 
function u* E C([O, To], Y) then is a mild solution to the problem 

{ 

O:u* = Au*+Auo+F(uo+u*)=:Au*+f(t), 

u (0) =0. 

Now we bring the standard regularity theory into play: since A is the infinitesimal generator of an analytic semigroup on X, and 
since f E Lq«O, To),X) for any q E (1, (0) (we have even f E C([O, To],X)), it follows that 

U*ECO([OJo],X), 1J=(q-1)/q. 

From (23) and the representation of u* we also get u* E LOO «0, To), [D(A), Xlv) for any yE (0, 1), and interpolating once more we then 
find 

u* E Cl/3 ([0, To], Y). 

This implies f EC1I3 ([0, Tol, X). Then, by standard theory, u* is a classical solution with regularity 

Au*,otu* E Cl/3 ([y, Tol, X) Vy>O, 

Au*,otu* E C([O, To],X). 

The proof of Theorem 2.3 is complete. 

5. Stability 

We show Theorem 2.4. 

Proof 
From Uo E D(A2) we get u(t) E D(A2) for all t>O, and in particular 

mELToc(IR+,~(n)), 

JELToc(IR+,H3(n)), 

(mx, mxxx,J,Jxx )Ion = o. 

mt E LToc(IR+, H3 (n)), 

Jt E LToc(IR+, H2(n)), 

o 



With 6. being the Neumann-Laplacian, we define an operator P by the spectral theorem, 

E2 Co 1 
P= -6.2-T6.+---, 

4 /,,2 4,2 
'D 

O(P) = 0(6.)= {WEH2(0):Wxlan=0}. 

By our assumption (11), we have P=P*>O on L2(0). Define a function v=v(t,x) by 

v(t, x) = (~, +iP) m(t,x)+Jx(t,x). 

Then VELToc(IR+,H2(0)) with vanishing Neumann boundary values. By calculation, we check that 

(Ot-V06.+~, -iP)V=O. 

Then, we conclude that 

and therefore 

IIv(t, ')IIL2(n)~e-t/2rllv(0, ')IIL2(n)' 

Since m, Pm and Jx are real-valued, we have IIPmIlL2(n)~lIvIlL2(n)' By the spectral theorem, we also have IIm(t, ')IIH2«(l)~CIIPm(t, .) IIL2 (!)), 
which completes the proof of (12). 

Going back to the nonlinear system (8), we note that the nonlinear terms can be bounded as follows: 

Then the exponential decay of the linearized problem leads to the asymptotic stability of the steady state (Co, 0, 0) to (8). 0 

And finally, we show Theorem 2.5. 

Proof 
Taking derivatives of the first two equations of (14) and exploiting (13) gives 

Next, we put 

and rewrite (24) as 

mtt + 2B(Ox )mt + A (Ox)m = o. 

By the assumption (11), we can define a pseudodifferential operator P, 

P(Ox) = 

that is the pseudodifferential symbol of P is 

-~ +T~ + ---E2 4 2 (Co 1) 
4 )2 4,2' 

"D 

(24) 

(25) 



Then P is defined as 

for U E .'/', the Schwartz space of tempered distributions, and :F being the Fourier transform. The operator P is a norm isomorphism 
between D(P) and L2(~), where the domain is 

:e>O, 

:e=O. 

Moreover, p=p* and P>O on the Hilbert space L2(~). Then we can write A=82 +p2. Fix 

81 (ox) = 8(ox)+iP(Ox), 82 (ox) =8(ox) - iP(ox), 

and set mj(t,x) = (Ot + 83_j(Ux))m(t,x) for j=1,2. Then we have 

from which we deduce that 

(Ot+8px))mj(t,x)=0, j=1,2 (t,X)E~+xlR, 

otllmj(t, ')IIZ2(1R) = 2~Jl(otmj,mj)L2(1R) 

= 2~n(-8jmj,mjl[2(1R) 

= -((8+8*)mj,mjl[2(1R) 

= - 2vo11 OXmj(t, ')1I~2(1R) - ~ limp, ')1I~2(1R), 
which implies the decay estimate IImj(t,·)IIL2(1R)~exp(-t/(2r))lImj(0,·)IIL2. Now we have mj=(Ot+8)m±iPm, and Pm is real-valued. 
Therefore, it follows that 

t 
~ Ce-l, (IIKx(0")IIL2(1R) + IIm(O, ·)lIo(p»)· 

From Kx = (Ot+ 8)m-(rEoox + 1/2r)m, we then also find 

IlKx(t, ')IIL2(1R)~Ce-t/(2r)(IIKx(0, ')IIL2(1R) + IIm(O, ·)lIo(p»)· 

These are the desired estimates. o 

Remark 5.1 

The reason for this stability (independent of the size of )0) is neither the viscosity nor the quantum effects, since vo=e=O are 
allowed. And also r=oo would still lead to a stable linearized system (although not asymptotically stable). However, the situation 
changes completely if we flip the sign in the Poisson equation: replacing A5 by -i'5 implies that (11) can never hold, and indeed, 
a spectral analysis yields exponential instability of the linearized problem for small wave numbers I~I. The physical meaning would 
be to push away the electrons from their normal positions, which clearly makes that state instable. 
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